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Carbon monoxide (CO) is a reactive trace gas that plays a key role in global atmospheric chemistry by being a major sink of tropospheric hydroxyl radicals (OH). In clean
tropospheric air (such as in remote marine and polar regions, as well as in most of the
pre-industrial atmosphere), most of the OH loss is by reaction with CO, and most of
the rest by reaction with methane (CH4 ) (e.g. Thompson, 1992). Changes in CO mole
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We present a reconstruction of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) high latitude atmospheric carbon monoxide (CO) mole fraction from Greenland firn air. Firn air samples
were collected at three deep ice core sites in Greenland (NGRIP in 2001, Summit in
2006 and NEEM in 2008). CO records from the three sites agree well with each other
as well as with recent atmospheric measurements, indicating that CO is well preserved
in the firn at these sites. CO atmospheric history was reconstructed back to the year
1950 from the measurements using a combination of two forward models of gas transport in firn and an inverse model. The reconstructed history suggests that Arctic CO
was already higher in 1950 than it is today. CO mole fractions rose gradually until the
1970s and peaked in the 1970s or early 1980s, followed by a decline to today’s levels.
We compare the CO history with the atmospheric histories of methane, light hydrocarbons, molecular hydrogen, CO stable isotopes and hydroxyl radical (OH), as well as
with published CO emission inventories and results of a historical run from a chemistrytransport model. We find that the reconstructed Greenland CO history cannot be reconciled with available emission inventories unless large changes in OH are assumed.
We argue that the available CO emission inventories chronically underestimate NH
emissions, and fail to capture the emission decline starting in the late 1970s, which
was most likely due to reduced emissions from road transportation in North America
and Europe.
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fraction ([CO]) can therefore impact numerous radiatively and chemically important
atmospheric trace species, such as CH4 , non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) by influencing OH concentrations (e.g. Brasseur
et al., 1999; Daniel and Solomon, 1998). Oxidation of CO by OH can also result in
significant production of tropospheric ozone (e.g. Crutzen, 1973).
Given the important role CO plays in atmospheric chemistry, a good understanding
of past changes in [CO] is required for a full understanding of the anthropogenically
and naturally driven changes in global atmospheric chemistry as well as in trace gas
budgets. The lack of reliable records of past [CO] has been a source of uncertainty
for modeling studies of changes in atmospheric chemistry between the last glacial period, the pre-industrial Holocene, and today (e.g. Crutzen and Brühl, 1993; Martinerie
et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 1993). Model results of Martinerie et al. (1995), for example, suggested that in the pre-industrial atmosphere, changes in [CO] were the most
important factor influencing OH concentrations.
CO has both anthropogenic sources (combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels and
biomass, oxidation of anthropogenic CH4 and NMHCs) and natural ones (CH4 and
NMHC oxidation, wildfires), with the anthropogenic sources currently constituting more
than half of the total (e.g. Duncan et al., 2007). Bottom-up inventories of anthropogenic
CO emissions e.g. RETRO, EDGAR-HYDE (Schultz and Rast, 2007; Schultz et al.,
2008; van Aardenne et al., 2001) show significant disagreements, highlighting the uncertainties involved in such reconstructions. Such bottom-up CO emission inventories
have been used in chemistry-transport models (CTMs) and typically underestimate
[CO] in the northern extratropics (e.g. Shindell et al., 2006). These emission inventories
are also being used in atmospheric chemistry models in support of climate model simulations for the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (AR5) (Lamarque et al., 2010). Accurate
[CO] reconstructions extending beyond the instrumental record can provide valuable
constraints for these emission inventories and model simulations.
The average atmospheric lifetime of CO is only ≈ 2 months, and the source magnitudes and atmospheric mole fractions vary by latitude and differ greatly between the
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two hemispheres (Novelli et al., 1998b). For example, the recent mean annual [CO]
◦
◦
−1
at Barrow, Alaska (71.32 N, 156.61 W) is ≈ 125 nmol mol , whereas for South Pole
−1
it is ≈ 50 nmol mol . This means that the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern
Hemisphere (SH) [CO] histories need to be reconstructed separately. The NH is where
the great majority of anthropogenic CO (and other anthropogenic trace gas) emissions occur and has therefore experienced the most dramatic changes in atmospheric
composition and chemistry over the last several decades. The goal of this study is to
reconstruct a reliable record of northern high latitude [CO] and thereby provide further
constraints for CO emission inventories and atmospheric chemistry models.
The most comprehensive instrumental record of [CO] comes from the NOAA global
flask network and extends back to 1988 (Novelli et al., 1998a, 1994, 2003). Flask measurements by the Oregon Graduate Institute (OGI) from a much smaller global network
extend back to as early as 1979 for some sites (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984, 1988,
1994). Figure 1 shows OGI and NOAA [CO] records from Barrow. Overlapping parts
of these two records agree on the general decreasing [CO] trend in the early 1990s,
although there are clearly some calibration scale offsets. The OGI Barrow record suggests that high northern latitude [CO] peaked around 1984, followed by a decade-long
gradual decrease. Pre-1980 spectroscopic measurements of total atmospheric column
CO at several locations are available and show a general trend of CO increase between about 1950 and 1980 (e.g. Rinsland and Levine, 1985; Yurganov et al., 1999).
However, these measurements were more temporally and spatially limited and were
made at sites that are closer to areas of high anthropogenic CO emissions than the
NOAA and OGI measurements.
Extending the [CO] record beyond the period of instrumental measurements may
be possible using old air preserved in glacial ice and firn. Firn is the upper-most layer
of an ice sheet or a glacier and consists of compacted snow with an interconnected
pore space. Gases move through the interconnected pore space slowly, primarily by
molecular diffusion (e.g. Schwander et al., 1993). This results in an increase of the
mean age of the gases and a broadening of the age distribution with depth in the
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firn (e.g. Rommelaere et al., 1997; Schwander et al., 1993; Trudinger et al., 1997).
Toward the bottom of the firn layer, solid ice layers begin to form that almost completely
impede vertical gas diffusion; this is known as the “lock-in zone” (e.g. Battle et al.,
1996). Mean gas age increases rapidly with depth in the lock-in zone (e.g. Schwander
et al., 1993; Trudinger et al., 1997). Air sampled from the firn can provide records back
as far as 100 yr at some sites such as South Pole (e.g. Battle et al., 1996). Air trapped
in the bubbles in fully-closed ice below the firn layer can provide the atmospheric record
farther back in time.
Prior to the firn [CO] work described here and in a companion paper (Wang et al.,
2012), there was only one published study of Northern Hemisphere [CO] from firn air
(Clark et al., 2007), and only two published studies from Greenland ice (Haan et al.,
1996; Haan and Raynaud, 1998). The Clark et al. (2007) firn air record is from the
small Devon ice cap in the Canadian Arctic and shows [CO] values generally increasing
−1
with depth in the firn, reaching a value of 186 nmol mol for the oldest sample (mean
year of origin = 1941). Such an increasing trend going back in time is unrealistic given
growing anthropogenic emissions between 1940 and 1980, and suggests that CO is
being produced in-situ in Devon firn. The Haan et al. (1996) and Haan and Raynaud
(1998) studies were conducted on ice from the Greenland Summit area. These studies
−1
found [CO] decreasing gradually to ≈ 90 nmol mol going back in time to ≈ 1850 AD,
consistent with the expected trend of decreasing CO emissions going back in time
(Lamarque et al., 2010). For air older than ≈ 1600 AD, however, they observed [CO]
−1
between 100 and 180 nmol mol , large variability and a general increase going back
in time, suggesting in-situ CO production in deeper Summit ice. Several ice core and
firn air studies of [CO] have also been done in Antarctica (Assonov et al., 2007; Ferretti
et al., 2005; Haan et al., 1996; Haan and Raynaud, 1998; MacFarling Meure, 2004;
Wang et al., 2010), although because of the relatively short atmospheric CO lifetime,
these records do not provide much information about the [CO] trend in the NH high
latitudes.
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Firn air was sampled from three locations on the Greenland ice sheet (Fig. 2). All
sampling locations were in clean, undisturbed snow and upwind (with respect to prevailing wind direction) from larger established camps and generators. The NEEM firn
air campaign took place in July of 2008. Air was pumped primarily from two boreholes
◦
◦
separated by 64 m and located at 77.43 N, 51.10 W. One of these was sampled to
a depth of 77.75 m with a firn air system from the University of Bern (Schwander et al.,
1993) and is referred to as “EU hole” in this manuscript. The second borehole was
sampled to a depth of 75.6 m with a firn air system from the US (Battle et al., 1996)
and is referred to as “US hole”. More details on sampling procedure for EU and US
boreholes can be found in Buizert et al. (2012).
A third borehole located ≈ 15 m from the US borehole was also sampled to a depth
of 60 m near the end of the same campaign and is referred to as “S4”. This borehole was sampled with a combination of the US firn air system (downhole assembly,
purging pump/line and CO2 monitoring) and a system from the Max Planck Institute
for Chemistry in Mainz, Germany (high-capacity sampling pump and compressor) (Assonov et al., 2007).
◦
◦
Firn air was sampled from a single borehole (72.53 N, 38.28 W) near the Summit
station in May–June 2006, using the US firn air system (Battle et al., 1996). Sampling
at the NGRIP firn air site (75.1◦ N, 42.38◦ W) took place in May–June 2001, using the
University of Bern firn air system (Schwander et al., 1993).

|

2 Sampling and analytical methods∗
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In this paper we present recent [CO] measurements from firn air at the NEEM ice
core site in Northern Greenland, as well as prior unpublished measurements from the
Summit and NGRIP sites in Central Greenland. Sections accompanied by Supplement
are marked with an asterisk (*). Sections in the Supplement correspond to sections
with the same number in the main text.
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Table S1 summarizes the firn air sampling as well as measurements relevant to this
study. Five different institutions participated in the analyses, with all laboratories analyzing [CO] and four laboratories analyzing molecular hydrogen mole fractions ([H2 ]).
[H2 ] is used below to help with the interpretation of the [CO] history.
For analyses at NOAA, air samples were collected into 2.5 l glass flasks from all
boreholes and sites except NEEM S4. Samples from NGRIP and Summit were measured for [CO] using gas chromatography (GC) with hot mercuric oxide reduction detection (Novelli et al., 2003, 1992). Air collected at NEEM in 2008 was measured for
[CO] using fluorescence in the vacuum ultraviolet (VURF, instruments from Aero-Laser
GmbH, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany). The CO mole fractions reported here are
referenced to the WMO-2004 scale. The NOAA measurement uncertainty associated
with each air sample was estimated from errors associated with sample handling and
analysis, differences between CO instruments, and the uncertainty in the scale internal consistency. The individual errors were propagated in quadrature. Firn samples
measured in 2001 were assigned an uncertainty of 2.3 nmol mol−1 (equivalent to 1σ),
2.0 nmol mol−1 in 2006 and 1.2 nmol mol−1 in 2008. The reduced error in 2008 primarily
reflects a change from GC analysis to VURF.
[H2 ] in samples from NEEM was determined at NOAA using GC with a pulsed discharge helium ionization detector (Novelli et al., 2009). NOAA [H2 ] overall measurement uncertainties associated with sample handling and differences among instruments are ≈ 4 nmol mol−1 . The largest uncertainty in the measurements results from
the [H2 ] reference gases, which may drift over time (Novelli et al., 1999). The [H2 ]
measurements are referenced to the NOAA scale (Novelli et al., 1999).
Analyses of firn air at CSIRO were made on samples collected from the NEEM EU
borehole in 0.5-l glass flasks. The air was pumped to a pressure of about 2 bar (absolute) after drying with magnesium perchlorate; the air collection technique is similar
to the one used in CSIRO atmospheric sampling (Francey et al., 2003) and previous
CSIRO firn air sampling (Etheridge et al., 1998). [CO] and [H2 ] were analyzed using gas
chromatography with a mercuric oxide reduction detector (Francey et al., 2003). The
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precision (1σ) of the [CO] and [H2 ] measurements is ≈ 1.5 and 3 nmol mol , respectively. Uncertainties due to corrections for instrument response are within about 1 %
over the range 20–300 nmol mol−1 for [CO] and 2 % over 430–1000 nmol mol−1 for [H2 ].
CSIRO [CO] measurements are reported on an internal calibration scale that was origi−1
nally linked to the NOAA scale via a high pressure cylinder standard at 196 nmol mol .
[H2 ] measurements given here are on the CSIRO94 [H2 ] scale. Intercomparison of
CSIRO [CO] and [H2 ] measurements with those made at NOAA (and other laboratories) is complicated by a number of observed systematic influences (Francey et al.,
2003; Masarie et al., 2001), particularly for [CO] at lower mole fractions.
For analyses at Heidelberg University, samples were collected from the NEEM EU
borehole into 6-l Silco cans (Restek Inc.), and from the NEEM US borehole into 2.5 l
glass flasks. [CO] and [H2 ] were analyzed using hot mercuric oxide reduction detection
(RGA-3 instrument from Trace Analytical, Inc.); further details on the technique were
described in Hammer and Levin (2009). The Heidelberg [CO] measurements are on
the MPI Mainz scale, and the [H2 ] measurements are on the MPI-BGC 2009 scale.
The average 1σ analytical uncertainty for [CO] and [H2 ] is typically ±3 nmol mol−1 . The
Silco can [H2 ] analyses (EU borehole) yielded values that were obviously contaminated
(likely due to outgassing from the Silco cans) and are not shown.
For analyses at Stony Brook, firn air samples were collected from the NEEM EU
borehole in 3 l Silco cans (Restek Inc.) at a pressure of 2.8 bar. [CO] and CO stable isotopic ratios (CO isotopic ratios are the subject of a companion paper, Wang
et al., 2012) were determined by cryogenic vacuum extraction, gas chromatographic
separation, and continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometry (CF-IRMS) using established methods (Wang and Mak, 2010). Further analytical details are found in Wang
et al. (2012). The average 1σ analytical uncertainty for [CO] was 3.5 nmol mol−1 .
For analyses at UEA, firn air samples were collected from the NEEM S4 borehole
into 8-l aluminum high-pressure cylinders; 1 sample from the NEEM US borehole was
also collected. Analysis of [H2 ] and [CO] was performed using a modified commercial
Reducing Gas Analyzer (RGA3, Trace Analytical, Inc., California, USA) described in
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Figure 3 shows [CO] and [H2 ] measurements from the NEEM 2008 firn air campaign
as a function of depth below snow surface. [CH4 ] from the US borehole is also included
for reference, and shows the expected rapid decline with depth in the lock-in zone, indicating older air. [CO] depth profiles from all boreholes and all labs are in agreement
on the main features, although there are clearly some calibration scale offsets. Low
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detail in Forster et al. (2012). The inlet system was further modified to handle air from
the compressed firn air samples as opposed to the routine atmospheric sampling described in Forster et al. (2012). Values are reported with reference to the MPI-2009
scale for [H2 ] (Jordan and Steinberg, 2011) and WMO-2004 scale for [CO]. Measurement uncertainties (precision only, based on the standard deviation of three replicate
analyses) are about 2 nmol mol−1 for [H2 ] and 1 nmol mol−1 for [CO].
System blanks for [CO] and [H2 ] were tested in the field for the EU and US firn air
−1
sampling systems used at NEEM. A cylinder of ultra-zero air, containing 4 nmol mol
−1
of CO and 800 nmol mol of H2 was used to either directly fill glass flasks or to fill
them via the firn air device, by connecting the cylinder to the firn air device intake line.
Flask flushing and filling procedure for these tests mimicked normal sample collection.
These tests are shown in Table S2 and revealed no significant blank for [CO] for either
−1
−1
sampling system. Small blanks of +4.8 nmol mol (US system) and +6.1 nmol mol
(EU system) were found for H2 , significant at the 1σ but not the 2σ level.
An additional verification of the integrity of the sampling system for CO and H2 comes
from the comparison of surface ambient air samples taken with the firn air systems and
ambient values observed at the nearest NOAA flask network sites. This comparison
further indicates that the firn air systems do not have substantial blanks for CO and H2
(see Fig. S1 and further discussion in Supplement).
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[CO] values observed at the surface and at the shallowest depths are explained by
the Arctic summer [CO] minimum (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998b, Fig. S3). Below the depth
range of the seasonal signal (below ∼ 40 m) and above the lock-in zone (lock-in starts
at ∼ 63 m, Buizert et al., 2012) [CO] stays nearly constant, as expected from the atmospheric [CO] trend in the Arctic for the several years preceding 2008 (Fig. 1). The
oldest and most interesting part of the record is located below ≈ 63 m, in the lock-in
zone. Here the measurements show a peak at ≈ 70 m depth, suggesting that the [CO]
surface history at NEEM included an increase followed by a more recent decline. The
S4 borehole was sampled about 2 weeks later than the EU and US boreholes, allowing
the summer low [CO] values to propagate further into the firn. This process was likely
enhanced by the relative proximity (≈ 15 m) of the open US borehole.
[H2 ] depth profiles from all boreholes and all labs are also in agreement on the main
features, although the calibration scale offsets for this gas appear to be larger. The
[H2 ] seasonal cycle is less pronounced than that for [CO] (e.g. Novelli et al., 1999).
The depth profiles suggest a possible slight decrease in [H2 ] toward the bottom of the
diffusive zone, and, as for [CO], a peak (centered at ≈ 68 m) in the lock-in zone.
In order to reconstruct past atmospheric histories, we assembled the best-estimate
combined data sets from the available data, taking two main (and somewhat conflicting) considerations into account. First, including data from more boreholes and more
labs provides a more robust data set as well as a more realistic measure of the full
data uncertainty. Second, some data sets are clearly noisier than others, are difficult
to place on the same calibration scale, or are otherwise more challenging for use in
a historical reconstruction. Including these data sets can result in an unnecessary increase in uncertainties of the firn data as well as of the final atmospheric histories.
With these considerations in mind, we excluded the Stony Brook and UEA [CO] and
the Heidelberg and UEA [H2 ] data from the combined data sets used for atmospheric
reconstructions. Analyses and modeling of other species (Buizert et al., 2012) indicated
that the gas age distributions are slightly different between the US and EU boreholes.
For this reason we chose to treat these two boreholes separately for the atmospheric
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We conducted a detailed examination of the data with regard to the possibility of insitu production of CO in Greenland firn. We first examined the possibility that the [CO]
peaks observed in the lock-in zone at each site are due to in-situ production from
a widely-deposited ice layer rich in trace organics. This hypothesis is easily rejected by
considering ages of the ice layers that correspond to the depth of the CO peak at each
site (see Supplement).
Another way to examine whether an ice sheet gas record is well preserved is to
compare records from several sites. Because [CO] is a relatively short-lived gas with
heterogeneously distributed and temporally variable sources, small differences in its
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[CO] in flasks from the Summit 2006 and NGRIP 2001 campaigns was only measured at NOAA. Finalized data averaged for each depth level are shown in Fig. 5 and
Table S3. The general features of these records are similar to NEEM. The observed
surface [CO] depletion is smaller than at NEEM because of earlier sampling dates (late
May to early June for both Summit and NGRIP, as compared to mid-July for NEEM).
Because of the earlier sampling dates, the previous winter’s [CO] maximum signal
is shallower and more pronounced than at NEEM. Both Summit and NGRIP records
show a similar [CO] peak in the lock-in zone. Note that the lock-in zone occurs deeper
in Summit firn, causing the depth shift in the observed [CO] peaks. The difference in the
depth at which the lock-in zone starts is illustrated by the [CH4 ] profiles. For the Summit
site, the air at the deepest sampling level is younger than the deepest air from NEEM
and NGRIP; this is evident from the higher [CH4 ] for the deepest Summit samples.

Discussion Paper

history reconstructions. The final combined NEEM data sets for [CO] and [H2 ] used for
atmospheric history reconstructions are shown in Fig. 4 and Table S3. Further details
on the final combined data sets can be found in the Supplement.
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surface history between sites within Greenland may be possible. The NOAA flask sampling sites most likely to be representative of [CO] over Greenland are Summit (within
◦
◦
5 km of Summit firn air site), Alert in the Canadian Arctic (82.45 N, 62.51 W), Bar◦
◦
◦
row in Northern Alaska (71.32 N, 156.61 W) and Ny Ålesund in Svalbard (78.90 N,
◦
−1
11.88 W). There are indeed some small differences (up to 2 nmol mol overall) in
mean annual [CO] between these sites, with overall highest values at Ny Ålesund and
lowest values at Summit (Table S4). The Summit site also appears to have a reduced
−1
seasonal cycle (by as much as 20 nmol mol in amplitude) as compared to the other
sites.
Despite these differences, we would expect the time-smoothed [CO] histories (which
is what the firn air contains) to be generally consistent between our firn sites. In order to make this comparison, the firn air measurements from the three sites need to
be placed on a common time scale. Prior to conducting full model-based atmospheric
history reconstructions, this is possible by plotting [CO] against [CH4 ]. CH4 is well preserved in ice and firn at inland Greenland sites, and the free-air diffusivities of CO and
CH4 are fairly similar (9 % smaller for CO than for CH4 at the −28.9 ◦ C mean-annual
temperature for NEEM) (Buizert et al., 2012). This results in very similar age distributions with depth for CO and CH4 , as illustrated in Fig. S4. If in-situ CO production is
indeed a significant problem, we would expect to see some differences, as these sites
do have slightly different mean annual temperatures and likely different distributions
of organics with depth (because of differences in snow accumulation rates and likely
differences in deposition rates of organics).
Figure 6 presents the [CO]–[CH4 ] plots for all boreholes. To ensure the comparison is
as meaningful as possible, only data from the lock-in zone of each borehole are plotted.
Above the lock-in zone, the age distributions are narrower and younger (e.g. Schwander et al., 1993). Because NEEM was sampled 2 yr later than Summit and 7 yr later
than NGRIP, some NEEM depth levels above the lock-in zone contain CO age distributions that are not matched at all at Summit and especially at NGRIP. Figure 6 shows
generally good agreement between the three sites, consistent with the hypothesis that
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Depth–mole fraction profiles in firn air contain atmospheric trace gas histories that have
been smoothed by gas movement in the firn (e.g. Schwander et al., 1993). The gas
movement needs to be characterized and depth-age distributions determined before
atmospheric reconstructions are possible. This first step is accomplished via the use of
“forward” gas transport models. Such models take a surface gas history as input and
produce a depth-mole fraction profile for a specified sampling date (e.g. Battle et al.,
1996; Rommelaere et al., 1997; Schwander et al., 1993; Trudinger et al., 1997).
Two forward gas transport models were used in this study: the LGGE-GIPSA model
(Witrant et al., 2011) and the INSTAAR model (Buizert et al., 2012). Both models allow
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CO is well preserved in the firn at inland Greenland sites. Peak [CO] values appear to
−1
be higher by ∼ 5 nmol mol in NEEM EU than in Summit and NGRIP, which may be
explained by a number of factors as discussed below.
We also examined the question of whether the [CO] values above the lock-in zone
are well predicted by the known [CO] surface histories from the NOAA flask network
(Supplement and Fig. S2). We find small offsets (0–5 nmol mol−1 ), with the firn data
generally being higher than the expected values. These offsets depend on the firn air
site as well as on the NOAA monitoring site (Barrow, Alert or Ny Alesund) that is used
for the surface [CO] history. The offsets do not, however, show an increasing trend with
depth as would be expected for gradual in-situ CO production. It is possible that the
meteorology at the firn air sites results in a slight weighting of the firn air signals toward
the winter, when surface [CO] is much higher (Supplement, Fig. S3). Our conclusion is
that the firn air [CO] signals are overall representative of the Greenland surface [CO]
history, although we cannot completely rule out a small contribution from in-situ CO
production (up to 5 nmol mol−1 ).
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The depth–age distribution matrices generated by the forward models and the measured depth–[CO] profiles together contain the information needed to reconstruct the
surface [CO] history. Following Rommelaere et al. (1997), we refer to the depth–age
distribution matrices as “transfer functions”. Convolving an atmospheric time trend with
such transfer functions is equivalent to using the atmospheric time trend as input to
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for diffusive and advective gas transport in the firn, and both performed very well in
a recent intercomparison of six firn air models for the NEEM site (Buizert et al., 2012).
Both the INSTAAR and the LGGE-GIPSA models were used for characterizing firn
air CO for the NEEM EU and US boreholes. The free-air molecular diffusivities used
for each gas species are as in Buizert et al. (2012). The effective diffusivities for each
depth level were tuned to a suite of long-lived gases with well-constrained atmospheric
histories. This tuning procedure involves iteratively running all the gas histories through
the model and minimizing the overall data-model mismatch for all the firn data points.
15
CO2 , CH4 , SF6 , CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, HFC-134a, CH3 CCl3 and δ N2 were
used as the tuning gases for NEEM EU, and CO2 , CH4 , SF6 and δ 15 N2 were used
for NEEM US (Buizert et al., 2012). Because both models are able to simultaneously
reproduce the firn depth profiles of gases with a range of histories, from monotonic
increase (e.g. CO2 ) to peak and rapid decline (e.g. CH3 CCl3 ), we have high confidence
in the ability of these models to accurately characterize firn air CO.
Only the LGGE-GIPSA model was used for characterizing firn air CO for the Summit
and NGRIP sites. CH4 , SF6 , CH3 CCl3 , CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113 and HFC-134a
were used for diffusivity tuning for Summit, and CO2 , CH4 , SF6 , CH3 CCl3 , CFC-11,
CFC-12 and CFC-113 were used for NGRIP. A more detailed presentation of firn air
characterization at these two sites is found in Witrant et al. (2011).
CO age distributions at different depth levels (Fig. S4) are predicted by forward models by running an atmospheric history that is zero at all times except for a 1-month-long
square wave of magnitude 1 at the beginning.
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the forward firn models (Rommelaere et al., 1997). The theoretical approach for time
trend reconstruction used in this study (Rommelaere et al., 1997) effectively performs
the inverse of this convolution. The inverse scenarios are limited in their resolution
of fast changes and cannot correctly reconstruct the large [CO] seasonal cycle. This
presents a technical difficulty for the inverse model because [CO] in the upper ∼ 40 m
in the NEEM firn is significantly influenced by the large seasonal variations at the surface (Wang et al., 2012). We therefore corrected the [CO] data in the upper firn to
remove seasonal effects prior to applying the inverse model (Wang et al., 2012). This
adjustment has no significant effect on [CO] in the deeper firn, which contains all the
information on the pre-1990 [CO] history (our main interest).
The firn gas inverse problem is under-constrained, and a regularization term controlling the smoothness of the scenario must be prescribed to obtain a unique solution
(e.g. Aydin et al., 2011; Rommelaere et al., 1997). Scenarios that have low smoothing
produce the best match to the data, but such scenarios include an unrealistic amount
of short-term variability (more information than is contained in the firn). Scenarios that
have too much smoothing do not match the firn data well. We define an optimal solution by using model estimates of uncertainties; the stability of such solutions is then explored by varying the weight of the regularization term around its optimal value (Wang
et al., 2012; Sapart et al., 2012). More precisely, an optimal solution is defined as the
minimum of the sum of two error terms: (1) the uncertainty based on the covariance
matrix of the reconstructed scenario (Eq. 36 and Fig. 12 in Rommelaere et al., 1997)
which decreases when the regularization term increases, and (2) the mean squared deviation between model results and data, which increases when the regularization term
increases. Tests performed on multiple species showed that using this minimum as the
optimal solution provides more stable results (in terms of realistic scenario smoothness) than trying to exactly match the experimental error estimate, which is uncertain
(as was done in Rommelaere et al., 1997). The inverse model can also be used in
multi-site mode, in order to infer an atmospheric scenario that fits several firn datasets
(Rommelaere et al., 1997; Sapart et al., 2012).
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A two-step approach was adopted in this study in order to take into account model
uncertainties based on the use of both the INSTAAR and LGGE-GIPSA models and
possible geographic variations of [CO] between the three modeled Greenland sites.
First, families of scenarios (with different regularization terms) were generated using
data and the transfer functions from both models for all individual sites, as well as using
multi-site reconstructions. All scenarios were then tested by convolution with all available transfer functions: for the NEEM boreholes the scenarios were tested with transfer
functions from both the INSTAAR and LGGE-GIPSA forward models; for Summit and
NGRIP with transfer functions from the LGGE-GIPSA model only.
We required that all the data points below 40 m depth at all sites were matched
within the combined data-model uncertainties. The combined data-model uncertainty
was defined as:
q
(2σ)2 + (1.4 nmol mol−1 )2 + 1 nmol mol−1
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where σ are the estimated 1-sigma data uncertainties, 1.4 nmol mol is the estimated
uncertainty arising from the forward models themselves, and 1 nmol mol−1 is the estimated additional uncertainty arising from possible average atmospheric history differences between the sites (due to geographic variations in atmospheric [CO]). We used
2-σ (rather than 1-σ) data uncertainties because we required that all the data points
are matched in these tests (statistically, the 1-σ envelope only includes ∼ 68 % of Gaus−1
sian data). We added the possible 1 nmol mol geographic offset linearly rather than
quadratically because it represents a systematic bias rather than random error.
We allowed a single exception to the “all data points must be matched” rule for the
NGRIP data point at 42.6 m depth; otherwise a very large number of scenarios would
be excluded. The de-seasonalized atmospheric trend at Barrow shows an important
anomaly in 1998–1999 which is likely due to a large biomass burning event (e.g. van
der Werf et al., 2006). Forward model tests showed a strong impact of this anomaly on
concentrations in firn down to the lock-in depth at NGRIP, which was drilled in 2001.
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Thus the inability of the model to produce scenarios that match the NGRIP data point
at 42.6 m depth is likely due to this brief anomaly.
A combined root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) value was calculated for each scenario after convolutions with all the transfer functions for all sites. To produce a reasonable number of final scenarios, we accepted scenarios that were not more than 15 %
higher in their RMSD than the best-RMSD scenario. Some scenarios generated with
low values of the regularization term (visibly too irregular) were still able to pass the
data-model comparison test, indicating that even a multi-site approach with two models still left the inverse problem underdetermined. We excluded these scenarios as they
show higher-frequency temporal information than what is actually contained in the firn.
Convolutions of the final successful set of 61 scenarios with the transfer functions for
each site and each model are shown in Fig. S5.
The reliability of the scenarios decreases gradually going back in time, as fewer CO
molecules from a given year remain in the sampled open porosity of the firn. There is
thus a need to identify the earliest date at which the scenarios are considered “meaningful”. One approach that has been used for this in the past is defining the earliest
date for which the scenarios have at least 50 % reliability as the mean age at the depth
where the open/total porosity ratio is 50 % (Sowers et al., 2005; Bernard et al., 2006).
Another approach is to simply use the mean age at the deepest sampled level as the
earliest meaningful scenario date. Both of these approaches give similar results, allowing us to reconstruct Greenland surface [CO] to ≈ 1950.
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until the 1970s. The most prominent feature of both the firn-depth profile and the reconstructed history is the well-characterized peak in [CO] over Greenland that occurs
before the start of the NOAA [CO] monitoring.
As discussed above, reconstructing gas histories from firn is an under-constrained
problem, and a significant range of [CO] peak dates is possible. The [CO] peak date
shows a dependence on scenario smoothness, with the smoothest scenarios giving
the earliest peak dates. The peak date is also dependent on the boreholes used for
the reconstruction. Scenarios based on the NEEM boreholes (pink, orange, red lines
in Fig. 7) give the earliest peak dates, while multi-site (NEEM + Summit + NGRIP) scenarios (light and dark green lines) give the latest peak dates. Scenarios reconstructed
using transfer functions from the INSTAAR model (dashed lines) give peak dates that
are earlier by a few years compared to scenarios using LGGE-GIPSA transfer functions
(solid lines) for the same boreholes. This variation in the [CO] peak dates highlights the
importance of using multiple sites and models to fully capture the uncertainties in firn
air reconstructions.
Overall, based on the full set of 61 scenarios, we constrain the [CO] peak date to
between 1971 and 1983. The average scenario has the [CO] peak in 1976, and most
of the scenarios indicate a significantly earlier [CO] peak in the northern high latitudes
than the OGI Barrow measurements (peak in ≈ 1985; Fig. 1). As our reconstructed
[CO] history is highly smoothed, it is not necessarily in conflict with the OGI data.
It is possible, for example, that a short-term [CO] increase in the early 1980s was
superimposed on a trend of overall decline.
The reconstructed [CO] history can reflect changes in CO source magnitude, source
distribution, transport, sink strength, or any combination of these. To thoroughly explore
the implications of the reconstructed history for this short-lived gas, a state-of-the-art
atmospheric chemistry model (including climatology) capable of repeated long historical runs is needed. Such a model is not available to us at this time, although we
do present a comparison with one historical model run that was recently completed
(Lamarque et al., 2010). Overall, we focus instead on a more qualitative discussion of
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Both atmospheric CO and CH4 are removed primarily by OH, although CH4 has a much
longer lifetime of ≈ 9 yr. While changes in OH concentration would result in a [CH4 ] response that is delayed compared to [CO] response, d[CH4 ]/dt would be expected to
respond relatively quickly. One complication involved with the CO − d[CH4 ]/dt comparison is that CH4 removal by OH is also a large source of CO (currently ≈ 1/3 of the
global CO source (Duncan et al., 2007). Increasing OH would therefore increase not
just the CO sink but the source as well; the sink effect however is more important.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of [CO] histories with d[CH4 ]/dt estimated at NEEM.
For this comparison, we estimated the d[CH4 ]/dt history in two different ways. First, the
solid d[CH4 ]/dt line in Fig. 7 is determined from a multi-site (NGRIP, Summit, NEEMEU) firn inversion of [CH4 ] using the LGGE inverse model. This model-based reconstruction provides a d[CH4 ]/dt history that is smoothed by the same firn gas transport
processes as the [CO] history. Second, the dashed line in Fig. 7 represents d[CH4 ]/dt
that is based on a [CH4 ] atmospheric history for NEEM as estimated from NOAA flask
data as well as Law Dome high-resolution ice core and firn air data (Etheridge et al.,
1998); a more detailed discussion of this [CH4 ] atmospheric history estimate is presented in Buizert et al. (2012). Based on the uncertainties in the NOAA and Law Domebased [CH4 ] history, we estimate the uncertainty in the d[CH4 ]/dt peak date to be about
±10 yr.
Figure 7 suggests that [CO] and d[CH4 ]/dt peak dates for the high northern latitudes
generally coincide; however, given peak date uncertainties for both species, offsets
are possible. CO and CH4 are co-emitted to a significant extent only from biomass
burning (e.g. Duncan et al., 2007; Mikaloff-Fletcher et al., 2004), but wildfire emissions
likely increased, rather than decreased during late 1970s and 1980s (Schultz et al.,
2008). The [CO] − d[CH4 ]/dt comparison is therefore consistent with a hypothesis of
19012
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the [CO] history, comparing it with histories of other trace gases with similar sources or
sinks.
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A record of ethane from Summit firn air (Aydin et al., 2011) as well as records of
ethane, acetylene, propane, n-butane, i-butane, n-pentane, i-pentane and benzene
from NGRIP (Worton et al., 2012) have recently been published. A further record of
ethane, propane, n-butane, i-butane, n-pentane and i-pentane from NEEM is forthcoming (Helmig et al., 2012). All of these records consistently show large lock-in zone
peaks for all species at all sites, and they are consistently reconstructed (by three different firn gas models) to produce histories with atmospheric peaks around or a few
years before 1980, similar to [CO]. One exception is the NEEM ethane record, which
places the atmospheric peak closer to 1970 (Helmig et al., 2012).
These light hydrocarbons share some important sources with CO, such as fossil fuel
combustion (e.g. Pozzer et al., 2010), biofuel combustion (e.g. Xiao et al., 2008) and
biomass burning (e.g. Simpson et al., 2011). The major sink for these hydrocarbons
is OH (e.g. Helmig et al., 2009), similar to CO. As for CH4 , the oxidation of these light
hydrocarbons in the atmosphere leads to CO production.
The hydrocarbon reconstructions show large decreases in mole fractions over
Greenland in the two decades following the peak values around 1980. For example,
butanes and pentanes decline by around 50 % from 1980 to 2000 (Worton et al.,
2012), while ethane declines by 25–35 % (Aydin et al., 2011; Worton et al., 2012).
Worton et al. (2012) attribute the hydrocarbon decline at least partly to reductions in
emissions from road transportation associated with the introduction of catalytic converters, starting in the 1970s. Because catalytic converters also remove CO, this explanation is qualitatively consistent with the observed [CO] trend. A decline in atmospheric hydrocarbons would also result in a decrease in the oxidation source of CO,

Discussion Paper

increasing OH during the late 1970s and 1980s. Another possible explanation is that
sources of CO and CH4 are changing independently to produce the observed trends
(e.g. CO sources are declining while CH4 sources are simply slowing their growth).
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We also attempted to use the NEEM firn record of [H2 ] (Fig. 3 and 4) for further insights
into the possible changes in the CO budget. CO and H2 have similar sources and are
usually co-emitted (or co-produced, in the case of hydrocarbon oxidation), although the
CO : H2 emission or production ratio is variable (Duncan et al., 2007; Price et al., 2007;
Table S5). The sinks of CO and H2 , on the other hand, are very different. While OH is
the dominant sink for CO, H2 is primarily removed by soil uptake. Synchronous changes
in [CO] and [H2 ] would thus be more consistent with changes in the sources, while decoupled changes would be more consistent with changes in the sink. An increase in
the OH concentration, could, for example lead to a decline in [CO] but an increase in
[H2 ] (the latter due to increase in the hydrocarbon oxidation source of H2 ).
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Stable isotopes of CO can provide additional clues for the interpretation of the changes
in the CO budget over the period of our reconstruction. In a companion paper, Wang
et al. (2012) presented measurements of CO stable isotopes in firn air samples from
the NEEM 2008 EU borehole, and used these measurements to reconstruct plausi13
ble CO isotopic histories. While they inferred no significant trends for δ( CO) over
18
Greenland during the 1970–1990 period, the δ(C O) reconstruction suggested a decrease of ∼ 1 ‰ in this isotopologue during this period. δ(C18 O) is a powerful tracer of
the contribution of combustion-derived CO to the total CO budget, and a decrease in
18
δ(C O) would indicate decreasing relative importance of combustion sources. Wang
et al. (2012) interpreted their results to infer a decrease in CO emissions from road
transportation after the mid 1970s.
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again consistent with the observed coincidence of [CO] and hydrocarbons atmospheric
peaks over Greenland.
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Several studies exist on variability in OH concentrations that extend back to years before 1990. Most of these studies use data from the ALE/GAGE/AGAGE atmospheric
monitoring of methyl chloroform (CH3 CCl3 ), which began in 1978 (Prinn et al., 1992,
1995). Because CH3 CCl3 is removed almost entirely by OH, its atmospheric mole fractions can be used to deduce OH if the emissions are well constrained.
Prinn et al. (2001) estimated a large (up to 30 %) increase in NH OH between 1979
and 1990, and a ∼ 15 % increase in globally averaged OH during the same time, although the reason for this increase was unclear. The errors on these OH estimates
are relatively large and allow for a situation with essentially no trend even for the
NH. Krol and Lelieveld (2003) used the same CH3 CCl3 atmospheric data to independently estimate similar OH increases (both for the NH and globally) from 1979 to
1990. Bousquet et al. (2005) also used the ALE/GAGE/AGAGE CH3 CCl3 data and inferred global OH variations that were similar to those from the Krol and Lelieveld (2003)
and Prinn et al. (2001) studies. Both the Krol and Lelieveld (2003) and the Bousquet
et al. (2005) studies emphasized, however, that the OH inversions are very sensitive to
errors in CH3 CCl3 emission estimates used in the models. Dentener et al. (2003) used
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Compared to CO, H2 presents an additional difficulty with respect to firn air reconstructions. The molecular size of H2 is small enough that it is expected to diffuse
through the ice lattice at non-negligible rates (e.g. Severinghaus and Battle, 2006).
This effect is currently unquantified and precludes a reliable [H2 ] history reconstruction. However, a qualitative comparison of the timing of atmospheric [CO] and [H2 ]
peaks may be possible. This comparison (Supplement and Fig. S6) suggests that [CO]
peaked about a decade before [H2 ], more consistent with the sink hypothesis. Because
of the lack of a full understanding of H2 behavior in firn and shallow ice, we consider
this result less robust than the presented comparisons with d[CH4 ]/dt, hydrocarbons
and CO stable isotopes.
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a different approach and estimated a very small positive OH trend of 0.24 % yr for the
1979–1993 period, based on estimates of CH4 lifetime variability.
Our CO reconstructions suggest a [CO] decrease of 10 % or less between the CO
peak and 1990. This seems difficult to reconcile with a 30 % NH OH increase during
this time period, especially considering that the hydrocarbon reconstructions strongly
suggest that at least one major CO source (vehicle emissions) was declining during this
time. An OH increase of a few percent during the 1980s may be possible, however. We
further note that there are limitations on the insights that can be gained from comparing independent OH reconstructions with our reconstructed Greenland [CO]. The OH
reconstructions are global or hemispheric averages, whereas the latitude band that
◦
is of most importance for Greenland CO is considerably narrower, likely ≈ 30–90 N,
because of the relatively short CO atmospheric lifetime.
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The RETRO emissions inventory (Schultz and Rast, 2007; Schultz et al., 2008) contains both anthropogenic and wildfire global gridded monthly CO emissions estimates
back to 1960. The EDGAR-HYDE emissions inventory (van Aardenne et al., 2001)
contains estimates of anthropogenic CO emissions by region back to 1890 AD, but
provides only a single data point per decade. Figure 8 presents a comparison of CO
emission estimates from these inventories with the reconstructed Greenland [CO] history.
The more recent ACCMIP inventory that was based on EDGAR-HYDE and RETRO
for CO (Lamarque et al., 2010) suggests an approximately factor of 2 lower combined
anthropogenic and biomass burning CO emissions in the 30–90◦ N latitude band in
1950 than in 2000. Lower atmospheric [CH4 ] in 1950 (by ≈ 35 %) (Etheridge et al.,
1998) as well as ACCMIP-estimated lower NMHC emissions (factor of ≈ 2.5 lower) in
◦
the 30–90 N latitude band mean that the hydrocarbon oxidation source of CO was also
lower in 1950 than in 2000. Assuming no large changes in the OH sink, the emissions
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inventories thus predict overall much lower [CO] in 1950 as compared to 2000. This is
inconsistent with the Greenland firn air [CO] reconstruction that shows ≈ 10 % higher
−1
[CO] in 1950 (≈ 140–150 nmol mol ) as compared to Arctic [CO] in 2000 from the
−1
NOAA flask network (≈ 130 nmol mol ).
Both EDGAR and RETRO also suggest that NH CO anthropogenic (and the combination of anthropogenic + wildfire) emissions continued to increase through the 1980s,
◦
although the RETRO estimates suggest that emissions in the 30–90 N latitude band
leveled off after about 1980. As [CH4 ] continued its rapid rise through the 1980s (≈ 15–
−1 −1
20 nmol mol yr ) (Dlugokencky et al., 1994; Etheridge et al., 1998), the CH4 oxidation source of CO continued to increase as well. This, again, appears inconsistent with
our firn [CO] reconstruction, which shows Greenland [CO] peaking earlier between
1971 and 1983.
The same study that developed ACCMIP also used two chemistry-climate models to test this inventory by performing a historical run (Lamarque et al., 2010). We
have obtained the historical [CO] output for the model grid points nearest NEEM from
one of these models (CAM-Chem, Lamarque et al., 2012) and compare it to our firnreconstructed [CO] in Fig. 9. As expected, the CAM-Chem [CO] for NEEM is consistent
with the emissions inventories, predicting much lower [CO] in 1950 than today and an
emissions-driven broad [CO] peak around 1990.
Our reconstruction, on the other hand, shows large disagreements with the CAMChem run. First, the CAM-Chem run appears to underestimate mean annual Arctic
[CO] around 1950 by more than a factor of 2. The CAM-Chem run also significantly underestimates NH high latitude [CO] during the last two decades (by ∼ 25 % for NEEM)
when direct atmospheric monitoring was available; this result was already described
(Lamarque et al., 2010). Finally the CAM-Chem historical run places the timing of the
[CO] peak later than predicted by any of our scenarios. We therefore suggest that
the historical CO emission inventories available to-date strongly underestimate NH CO
emissions (particularly outside of low latitudes as well as before ≈ 1970) and miss the
decline in CO emissions that began in the 1970s or early 1980s.
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We have reconstructed the surface [CO] history over Greenland since ≈ 1950 from
firn air sampled from three ice coring sites. The good agreement among the firn air
[CO] records, as well as comparisons to recent data from Arctic stations in the NOAA
global monitoring network suggest that CO in the firn at cold, inland Greenland sites
is well preserved. Our reconstruction suggests that NH high latitude [CO] around 1950
was already higher than today. [CO] rose gradually from 1950, peaking around the late
1970s. [CO] declined during the 1980s and 1990s, and the later part of this decline
was captured by the NOAA GMD global surface monitoring network.
Our [CO] reconstruction seems impossible to reconcile with existing CO emission
inventories under the assumption that NH tropospheric [OH] has not changed significantly. Based on the available evidence discussed above, we suggest that the existing
emission inventories strongly underestimate historical CO emissions in the Northern
Hemisphere and fail to capture the overall emission trend in the 1980s. This is a serious concern, as these existing inventories are being used for the Climate Model Intercomparison Program #5 (CMIP5) for the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (Lamarque
et al., 2010). The true trend appears to be one of CO emission reductions beginning
around 1980, and is most likely driven by the regulation of CO emissions from transportation (by introduction of catalytic converters) in the United States and Western
Europe starting in the 1970s (e.g. Bakwin et al., 1994; Granier et al., 2011; Kummer,
1980; Parrish, 2006). This reduced both the direct CO emissions as well as emissions
of CO-precursor NMHCs.
While the NEEM firn air [CO]–[H2 ] comparison suggests an [OH] increase as the
dominant driver of the CO decrease in the 1980s, this particular result is speculative
because the behavior of H2 in firn is not well characterized at this time. Overall, the
examined evidence does allow for a modest increase in OH during the 1980s to be
part of the explanation for the [CO] trend. Iterative, long historical runs with a state-ofthe-art atmospheric chemistry model that includes climatology are necessary to further
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explore the implications of the new firn-based [CO], CO stable isotope and hydrocarbon
reconstructions for emission inventories and changes in atmospheric chemistry.
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Fig. 1. Monthly mean records from flask measurements of [CO] by NOAA and OGI at Barrow,
Alaska. OGI measurements are on the OGI scale, NOAA measurements are on the WMO2004 scale. OGI data are from Khalil and Rasmussen (1984, 1988, 1994); NOAA data are from
ftp://ftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/ccg.
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Fig. 2. Map of Greenland showing the locations of automated weather stations in the Greenland
Climate Network (GC-Net), with the firn air sampling locations highlighted by red rectangles.
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Fig. 3. Firn air measurements of [CO] and [H2 ] from the NEEM 2008 campaign as reported by
each laboratory. Error bars shown for NOAA and Heidelberg measurements represent overall
1σ uncertainty estimates; error bars for CSIRO, Stony Brook and UEA represent 1σ analytical
precision only. [CH4 ] is also shown for reference.
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Fig. 4. Finalized combined NEEM [CO] and [H2 ]. [CO] is on WMO 2004 scale, [H2 ] is on the
NOAA scale.
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|

Fig. 5. Finalized [CO] data from the Summit 2006 and NGRIP 2001 firn campaigns. [CH4 ]
measured at NOAA is also shown for perspective. All [CO] data are on the WMO 2004 scale.
The error bars represent NOAA overall measurement uncertainties.
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Fig. 6. A plot of finalized [CO] vs [CH4 ] from each firn air borehole considered in the study. All
[CO] data are on the WMO 2004 scale.
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Fig. 7. Upper part: the final set of reconstructed scenarios (61 total) for Greenland surface [CO].
Different colors identify the firn air boreholes (single or multiple) that were used to reconstruct
each scenario. Solid lines are used to plot scenarios derived from transfer functions obtained
with the LGGE-GIPSA model; dashed lines denote scenarios derived from transfer functions
obtained with the INSTAAR model. Average of all scenarios is plotted as a thick black line. For
comparison, the NOAA Barrow [CO] history (mean annual) from flask measurements is shown
as a black dashed line.
Lower part: d[CH4 ]/dt history estimated for NEEM. The solid d[CH4 ]/dt line is based on a multisite reconstruction (NEEM-EU, NGRIP, Summit) of [CH4 ] using the LGGE inverse model. The
dashed line (1-yr d[CH4 ]/dt estimates) is based on a previously described (Buizert et al., 2012)
[CH4 ] history compiled for NEEM from NOAA flask data and high-resolution data from the Law
Dome firn air and ice core site (Etheridge et al., 1998).
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Fig. 8. A comparison of CO emissions from some available databases (upper part of plot)
with the reconstructed [CO] historical scenarios over Greenland (lower part of plot; colors as in
Fig. 7). EDGAR-HYDE estimates are in black. RETRO estimates are in blue and green. “CIS”
denotes the former Soviet Union.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of atmospheric [CO] scenarios reconstructed from Greenland firn (colors
as in Fig. 7) with results from the CAM historical run (brown). To approximate the NEEM surface
mole fractions from CAM, [CO] values from the four closest gridpoints from CAM were averaged; these gridpoint coordinates form a box of 1.9◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude around NEEM.
Annual means are plotted for CAM as calculated from the monthly [CO] output.
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